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Abstract—We have conducted in-depth interviews with experienced practitioners in the Safety-Critical Systems (SCS) domain in order to investigate several aspects related to requirements specification and safety analysis for SCS. We interviewed 19 practitioners from eleven SCS companies in different domains with the intention of verifying which approaches they use day-to-day, and what their perceptions are in relation to the approaches used to elicit, analyze, specify and validate safety requirements. The aim of this study is to obtain an in-depth understanding of how requirements engineering is carried out in companies that develop SCS.


1 INTRODUCTION

One of the biggest challenges for companies that develop safety-critical systems (SCS) is to establish complete, correct, unambiguous, testable, and yet understandable requirements for all stakeholders [1]. This is crucial for the IT mainstream, but it is even more important for companies developing SCS, particularly considering the product/system safety certification processes with which they have to comply [1]. Several SCS companies have to comply with the international safety standards and regulations in order to offer their systems and products to the market.

Beyond compliance and even more importantly the literature on SCS has reported many cases where systems have failed due to the poor requirements specification or misunderstanding during the requirements definition and validation [1][17][20], leading to accidents that cause serious damage to the environment, injury to people and even loss of life [2][3][4]. When accidents happen they have a strong negative impact on the companies responsible for the associated SCS, resulting in financial losses and degradation of trust. Good requirements are essential for any system to be developed and even more for safety-critical systems. The lack of clear and precise requirements has been one of the main sources of errors in such systems. Moreover, the lack of clear and precise requirements makes it impossible to perform adequate verification of safety properties in SCS.

The SCS currently developed are increasingly complex, and the safety certification processes defined by governments and international agencies are becoming more difficult and expensive to follow. The requirement documents and related processes to specify the system requirements play a very important role during the safety certification processes [22] for complying with both the process-based and the goal-based standards. Moreover, with the system functions moving increasingly from hardware to software, the certification processes are becoming even more complex and the engineering areas of systems engineering (traditionally associated with SCS) and software engineering in general (and requirements engineering in particular) are colliding and becoming one and the same as software engineers and systems engineers collaborate in product development.

We have conducted in-depth interviews with experienced practitioners in the SCS area in order to investigate several aspects related to requirements specification and safety analysis for SCS. We interviewed 19 practitioners from eleven SCS companies among six different domains - defence & military aerospace, automotive, medical devices, industrial machinery, telecom, and maritime - with the intention of determining which requirement approaches they use day-to-day, and what their perceptions are in relation to the safety requirements approaches available today. Considering the 19 practitioners that participated in our study, 14 of them have seven or more years of experience in SCS domains, and 5 of them have from two to four years of experience. This interview study was performed in 2015 and 2016.

Based on the results obtained from this interview study we present and discuss at the end of this paper some recommendations for the companies, such as: (i) improving...
the requirements elicitation approach; (ii) improving meet-
ings and coordination; (iii) adopting requirements man-
gagement tools; (iv) using safety standards to specify re-
requirements; (v) improving communication process; (vi)
 improving certification process; (vii) adopting models and
templates, and others.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: re-
lated work is presented in Section 2. Section 3 describes the
research methodology, and Section 4 presents the results
and analyses of the findings. Section 5 brings a summary
of the main conclusions.

2 RELATED WORK

Requirements engineering (RE) is an important topic
which is gaining increased attention in the SCS area. Spe-
cial attention has been given to the relationship among
safety requirements, safety standards and certification pro-
cesses, as well as how the safety requirements influence
costs and damages in SCS.

Sujan et al. [14] reviewed safety case practices in six UK
industries and identified drivers and developments in the
adoption of safety cases. The review considered six safety-
critical industries: automotive, civil aviation, defence, nu-
clear, petrochemical and railways. They argue that safety
cases might best be used in healthcare to provide an expo-
sition of risk rather than as a regulatory tool to demon-
strate acceptable levels of safety. Beckers et al. [15] discuss
the creation of a functional safety concept (FSC) in which
they show how the functional safety requirements are sys-
tematically derived. They show the applicability of the
proposed method by executing the method steps to a case
study, which is an electronic steering column lock system.

Wu et al. [16] presented a modelling methodology in-
cluding a UML profile for specifying safety requirements
on a component-based architecture model and a set of de-
sign guidelines on avionics software. These safety require-
ments were identified from both standards - mainly DO-
178B/C - and current engineering practices in the domain
of avionics system. The researchers applied the methodol-
gy on industrial autopilot systems and several previously
uncaught faults were revealed. Abdulkhaleq et al. [17] pre-

sents a comprehensive safety engineering approach based
on STPA (Systems-Theoretic Processes Analysis), in-
cluding software testing and model checking approaches for
the purpose of developing safe software. The authors de-
fend that the proposed approach can be embedded within
a defined software engineering process or applied to exist-
ing software systems, which allow software and safety en-
gineers integrate the analysis of software risks with their
verification. The proposed approach is illustrated with an
automotive software controller application.

Panesar-Walawege et al. [18] proposed a model for cap-
turing both the information requirements for demonstrat-
ing compliance with IEC 61508 and the traceability links
necessary to create a seamless chain of evidence. In this
work they further describe how their generic model can be
specialized according to the needs of a particular context,
and discuss some important ways in which the model can
facilitate software certification. Hutchinson et al. [45] pre-

sented extensive results from a survey Model-Driven En-
gineering practices in industry. Additionally, they comple-
ment the results with qualitative data obtained from semi-
structured and in-depth interviews performed with the
practitioners in industry. Zheng et al. [46] presented results
from semi-structured interviews with nine practitioners
across four continents in relation to the use of formal meth-
ods in cyber-physical systems verification and validation.

Sadraei et al. [47] performed an empirical study that ex-
amines requirements engineering practices in 16 Australian
companies. They collected data from 28 software pro-
jects at the companies. The most of the projects were aimed
at the development of a software product to support the
daily business of the companies. In contrast to our re-
search, the survey authors investigated the requirements
engineering practices analyzing the distribution of the RE
effort amongst activities, the distribution of RE activities,
and RE awareness. In our interview study we are more in-
terested in knowing what approaches the practitioners
have adopted to perform their RE activities. Although the
referred study was not focusing on RE practices specifi-
cally for SCS, some findings go to the same direction as
ours. For example, the authors mentioned that their find-
ings “indicate that still many RE activities are performed
implicitly”. We found the same tendency in the companies
we have studied, even they being companies developing
SCS.

Fernández and Wagner [48] have conducted research
with a long-term goal of establishing an empirically sound
basis for understanding practical trends and problems in
requirements engineering. They report on the design of the
family of surveys, its underlying theory, and the full re-
results obtained from Germany with participants from 58
companies. The participants of the survey have experience
in several software domains, mostly in IT consulting, cus-
tom software development, project management consult-
ing, and software process consulting. Among the interest-
finds obtained from the survey, the authors pointed
that incomplete requirements, communication flaws, and
terminological problems are among the most critical prob-
lems selected by the survey participants. These problems
were also reported as important issues during our inter-
view study, as discussed in sections 4.8, 4.9, 4.10 and 4.12
of this paper.

Liu et al. [49] performed a survey of requirements prac-
tices in China. The web-based survey of requirements en-
gineering practices focused on requirements elicitation

techniques and requirements representation techniques.
They collected answers from 377 participants coming from
237 software companies or research organizations. The
business areas of the involved companies cover various in-
dustry segments including banking, healthcare, power
generation, telecom, retail and electronics. Among the
findings reported by the authors, the face-to-face meetings
were indicated as the main approach to elicit requirements.
This finding is in accordance with our findings. In our interview study when we asked practitioners what approaches they used to elicit requirements, the most often mentioned approach was interview, which is a type of face-to-face meeting (see the discussion presented in section 4.1 about requirements elicitation). In relation to the requirements representation techniques investigated in the referred survey, they found that diagrams were the most often selected option by the respondents. Our findings in relation to this topic point in a different direction, being the requirements textual representation the preferred option reported by the SCS practitioners.

Despite the fact that these last three mentioned works focus on requirements engineering practices, they are not specific for SCS. The main difference of this article in relation to those mentioned before is that we only considered companies in the SCS domain. As we can see there are some works related to requirements engineering practices in industry, reinforcing the importance of this research topic. However, we believe that much more should be done to get the real perceptions of the practitioners in relation to the approaches they use to elicit, specify and validate safety requirements. The contribution of this article is precisely in this direction.

In order to make clear some adopted safety terms and concepts used in this paper, we present the following definitions. **Accident** - An undesirable negative event involving damage, loss, suffering or death. **FMEA** – Failure Modes and Effects Analysis. **FTA** – Fault Tree Analysis. **Hazard** - A system state that might, under certain environmental conditions, lead to a mishap. Hence, a hazard is a potentially dangerous situation that may lead to an accident. **Safety Requirement** - A requirement that describes the constraints or actions to support and improve the system safety.

### 3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In order to conduct the investigation of requirements engineering in SCS we chose to apply a qualitative research approach adopting in-depth semi structured interviews [10, 13] as the strategy to reach the goals of the study.

**TABLE 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Questions</th>
<th>Aim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ1: What are the main challenges in relation to the requirements engineering of SCS aspects?</td>
<td>To get an overview of the main challenges in relation to the requirements engineering in the SCS domain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ1.1: What are the approaches used during the requirements elicitation, analysis &amp; negotiation, specification, validation, and/or management of requirements or equivalent, with special focus on safety requirements?</td>
<td>To identify techniques, methods, models and/or processes used by the practitioners to elicit, analyse, specify, validate and manage safety requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ1.2: What are the benefits, challenges, and shortcomings associated with these approaches?</td>
<td>To identify associated benefits and issues to the used approaches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ1.3: To what extent have safety aspects and specific safety engineering approaches been integrated into the requirements engineering process?</td>
<td>To verify how the safety analysis and requirements engineering processes are integrated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ1.4: What issues have emerged from the requirements communication throughout SCS lifecycle?</td>
<td>To identify issues in relation to requirements communication among stakeholders throughout SCS lifecycle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ2: What certification process is the company subject to?</td>
<td>To identify the certification process which the company is subject to become its products/systems marketable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ2.1: What are the challenges in relation to the certification process?</td>
<td>To identify the challenges in relation to certification process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ2.2: How does the certification processes impact the requirements engineering of the SCS?</td>
<td>To identify the relationship between requirements engineering and certification processes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The aim of this study is to obtain in-depth understanding of how requirements engineering has been carried out in companies that develop SCS, i.e.: the state-of-the-practice of requirements engineering in SCS industry. Table 1 shows the research questions that drove our investigation. We are interested in understanding the main challenges in relation to the requirements engineering of SCS (RQ1) according to the practitioners’ perspective. To support this general research question we investigated the approaches used by the practitioners to elicit, analyse and negotiate, specify and validate requirements, with special focus on safety requirements (RQ1.1), as well as the benefits and shortcomings associated with these approaches (RQ1.2). Additionally, we investigated to what extent the safety engineering approaches are integrated into the requirements engineering process (RQ1.3). Moreover, we are interested in knowing how the requirements are communicated throughout the SCS lifecycle between different stakeholders, process steps and functions (RQ1.4).

Another aspect of interest is the relationship between the requirements engineering process and the certification processes with which the SCS companies have to comply. In order to accomplish it we need to know what types of certification processes the companies are subjected to (RQ2); what challenges in relation to the certification processes should be overcome according to the practitioners’ view (RQ2.1); and how the certification processes impact the requirements engineering of the SCS (RQ2.2).
3.1 Study Design

This investigation was divided into three parts: planning, data collection and analysis.

Planning. The sampling strategy adopted in this study was a combination of maximum variation sampling and convenience sampling [9], [10] using our industrial collaboration network and variation in the domain of the companies. The companies that participated work in six different domains: defense & military aerospace, automotive, medical device, machinery, telecom, and maritime. All 11 companies that participated develop SCS. They vary in relation to size (in number of employees and number of requirements in typical projects) and type of customers. The companies are categorized based on the type of customers [12]: business-to-business (B2B), business-to-government (B2G), and business-to-customer (B2C). The characterization of the companies can be seen in Table 2. For confidentiality reasons we cannot show more details about the companies, according to the recommendations from Ivarsson and Gorschek [11].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Type of Customer</th>
<th># of Employees</th>
<th>Development Process</th>
<th># of Req. In Typical projects</th>
<th>% of Safety Req. In Typical Projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>Defence &amp; Military Aerospace</td>
<td>B2G</td>
<td>~14500</td>
<td>Waterfall - Iterative</td>
<td>~1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Automotive</td>
<td>B2B</td>
<td>~15000</td>
<td>Waterfall &amp; Agile - Scrum</td>
<td>~200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>Medical Device</td>
<td>B2B &amp; B2C</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Waterfall - Iterative</td>
<td>~200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>Defence &amp; Military Aerospace</td>
<td>B2G &amp; B2B</td>
<td>~15000</td>
<td>Waterfall - Iterative</td>
<td>~250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>Automotive</td>
<td>B2B</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Waterfall &amp; Agile - Scrum</td>
<td>~200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>Industrial Machinery</td>
<td>B2B</td>
<td>~21000</td>
<td>V-Model &amp; Agile</td>
<td>~300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7</td>
<td>Industrial Machinery</td>
<td>B2B</td>
<td>~4000</td>
<td>V-Model - Iterative</td>
<td>~300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8</td>
<td>Industrial Machinery</td>
<td>B2B</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Agile - Scrum</td>
<td>~20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9</td>
<td>Telecom</td>
<td>B2B</td>
<td>~1900</td>
<td>Waterfall - Iterative</td>
<td>~100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10</td>
<td>Maritime</td>
<td>B2G &amp; B2B</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>Agile - Scrum</td>
<td>~200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C11</td>
<td>Defence &amp; Military Aerospace</td>
<td>B2G</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>V-Model</td>
<td>~150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The researchers contacted a “broker” (someone with whom the researchers had a well-established connection) at each company who identified practitioners to be interviewed. Then we searched and queried the companies internally to find senior experts in SCS. Each company tried to provide at least two participants: one subject responsible to specify the requirements labelled as “requirements supplier” (RS), e.g.: requirements engineer or safety engineer; and other subject that received the requirements to use them throughout SCS lifecycle, labelled as “requirements client” (RC), e.g.: product manager, system engineer, software engineer, tester, auditor. The brokers were independent of the requirements clients / suppliers used in the interviews. In some companies only one subject was interviewed as he/she could represent both the roles of RS and RC. A total of 19 practitioners participated in the interview study. The characterization of the practitioners can be seen in Table 3 (see Appendix 1).

Data Collection. The strategy used for data collection was based on semi-structured interviews [13]. We used a questionnaire during the interviews, which was composed by open-ended and close-ended questions (see Appendix 2 for details). Each interview varied from 50 to 90 minutes, and was conducted in the interviewee’s workplace. With the permission of the interviewees all interviews were recorded using an audio recorder, subsequently transcribed and was conducted in the interviewee’s workplace. The complete transcription of each interview was sent to the interviewee to check the content and provide amendments or corrections, if necessary.

In the beginning of each interview the study aim was explained to the interviewee, as well as a general consideration about requirements engineering for SCS. After this short prologue all open-ended questions were discussed in detail. At the end the interviewee answered a set of close-ended questions (the answers were collected in Likert’s scale format).

Analysis. In this study data was analysed based on the content analysis [44], which includes marking and discussing of interesting written extensive notes. The analysis process was performed based on a set of answers obtained from the 19 interviewees (all answers were considered during the analysis process). They answered the open-ended and close-ended questions, which are associated to one or more RQs. Table 4 shows the association between the RQs and the open-ended and close-ended questions. The interviewees did not have access to the RQs, but only to the questions available in the questionnaire (available in Appendix 2).

We coded all the answers obtained from the open-ended questions in order to create categories to organize the analysis process [19, 21]. For each question we examined all the answers searching for patterns that could be
considered as categories. For instance, examining the answers from the question Q5.1 “How do you elicit requirements?”, we looked for approaches used by the practitioners to elicit requirements. We found 13 different approaches mentioned by the practitioners, which were considered as categories of how they elicit requirements. For the question Q7.3 “How do you do the system/hazard analysis” we consider each method or technique mentioned by the practitioners as a category, in this case we found nine categories. We proceeded this way for all the questions of the part B of our questionnaire. The results from the analysis process are presented and discussed in Section 4.

3.2 Validity

In this section we discuss the threats to validity in relation to the research design and data collection. In order to conduct such discussion, we adopt the four perspectives of validity and threats presented by Wohlin et al. [19].

Conclusion Validity. Threats to conclusion validity are concerned with issues that relate the treatment and the outcomes of the study, which include for example the choice of size of the sample, and care taken in the implementation and measurement of a study [19]. In our research, the variables were measured through interviews, including open-ended and close-ended questions, where the participants were asked to express their own perceptions and point-of-view. The interviews were conducted at different companies and each interview happened in only one work session, thus avoiding bias through subjects discussing the interview amongst themselves. In addition, we did our best to select senior experts at each company to avoid our sample not being mature enough to have the best knowledge about our area of study. Thus, our sample might not have been representative for each company, rather more senior and experienced than subjects chosen from a purely random sample. In addition, we collected data in this manner from several companies endeavoring to also make sure that we did not get influenced too much by any one company, rather get input from several. This by no means assures a representative sample overall - but our study done more in-depth - precludes the collection of adequate datapoints to alleviate all sampling bias. We also do not claim the study being generalizable beyond the setting of our study.

One aspect that is critical for validity is the quality of the experimentation material. To ensure that the questionnaire is of high quality in order to get highly reliable measures, a pilot was carried out to avoid poor questions before conducting the interviews. In addition, our presence and live discussions with the subjects at data collection made sure that the subjects and the researchers shared a common understanding of the topic and that the questionnaire, in this case, was not a base for misunderstanding. To avoid the major threat of concluding false relationships (making false conclusions based on the interview data collected), and/or missing relationships, in fact, present, we were careful to validate our interviews and our findings/conclusions with the subjects as we performed analysis, sometimes asking for follow-up clarifications. This enables us to not overreach, but alsoconfirm our understanding.

Internal Validity. Threats to internal validity are concerned with issues that may indicate a causal relationship, which include how the subjects are selected and treated during the experiment [19]. In our research the subjects that participated in the interview study were selected by a “broker” at each company who identified the practitioners to be interviewed. In essence as we contacted the company often by personal and well-established contacts these contacts could be considered as “brokers”, then searched and queried the company internally to find senior experts in the area of study. It should be observed that relatively few experts were available in each company. This procedure may partially alleviate threats in relation to the subject selection since there was not any contact between interviewees and interviewer before the interviews.

Construct Validity. Threats to construct validity are concerned with the extent to which the setting of the experiment reflects the construct under study, which include the potential problem of evaluation apprehension, among others [19]. In our research the evaluation apprehension was ameliorated by the anonymity of the participants, as well as the guaranty that all information obtained during the interviews would be used only by the researchers.

External Validity. Threats to external validity are concerned with the possibility to generalize the experiment results outside the experiment setting [19]. Our research is characterized as a qualitative study, which rarely can be generalized beyond the actual setting where the study was performed. Moreover, considering the nature of our research the replication is not possible since identical circumstances cannot be recreated. Considering the number of participants (companies and practitioners) and the different domains they work, the findings may be generalized with a certain degree of confidence. Although we do not have many interviews or many hours, the focus of the interview subject was rather narrow, and the interviewees were to be considered as experts in their respective companies. At the companies and in the area of Requirements Engineering for SCS that also were certification experts there exists relatively few in each company and access to them for any time was hard to attain.

4 Results and Analysis

In this section we present the analysis of the results. The subsections are following the questionnaire organization, which were divided into three parts: characterization of the company and interviewee experience (Part A); open-ended questions (Part B); and close-ended questions (Part C). The complete questionnaire is presented in Appendix 2. Subsections 4.1 to 4.12 are related to the open-ended questions and subsection 4.13 is related to the close-ended questions. For each subsection we indicate the RQ that is being analysed.

4.1 Requirements Elicitation (RQ1.1)

Figure 1 shows what are the approaches currently used by
the practitioners to capture requirements in their projects (requirements elicitation). As we can see “interview” [24] is by far the preferred approach for capturing requirements, followed by “market analysis”. Interview is the most popular approach to capture requirements in the IT mainstream [24], and we found the same situation in the SCS companies that participated in our interview study.

Fig. 1. Approaches used to elicit requirements (Q5.1).

The preference for “interview” is not a surprise. However, the practitioners did not report any efforts towards improvements of the interview methods adopted by them, e.g. to use structured interviews based on a well-defined protocol. Considering the importance of the interviews as instrument to get requirements we hoped to see a more structured and organized way to conduct the interviews. According to the practitioners the interviews performed by them to capture requirements from the stakeholders are done regularly, but yet in a non-systematic way.

Only three of eleven companies use hazard analysis techniques (as PHA and Risk Assessment) [25] during requirements elicitation. The three companies are large companies with extensive experience in SCS development. Two of the three companies that use hazard analysis techniques during requirements elicitation also perform analysis of standards (ISO and IEC safety standards) during this phase. It seems to indicate that these companies are more mature and have a better perception of the influence of the requirements engineering on the safety of their products. Moreover, this may indicate that requirements team and safety team are not well integrated in most of these eleven companies, particularly in the small companies.

4.2 Requirements Analysis & Negotiation (RQ1.1)

Figure 2 shows the activities performed by the companies to analyze and negotiate requirements. “Requirements Prioritizing” and “Review meeting” are the most common activities to analyze and negotiate requirements, reported by practitioners from six companies. These two activities are intrinsically linked to each other, since the requirements prioritizing occurs during the meetings with the stakeholders. Meetings are a natural way to negotiate requirements among the stakeholders both in traditional and safety-critical systems [1]. However, the practitioners did not report whether they adopt a systematic approach to organize, conduct and deliver the results from the meetings. It seems that the review meetings usually are performed in an informal way. Since these meetings are unstructured there are risks. For example, if decisions and decision rationale are not structured, “waste” or miscommunication may be introduced.

Practitioners from two companies reported “Analysis of standards” as an approach to analyze the system requirements. The adoption of “Analysis of standards” seems to be a common practice in companies that have to comply the safety standards and regulations, in order to guaranty the safety of their products. Basically, the “Analysis of standards” is the cross verification between the system requirements and the norms and regulations present in the international safety standards that the companies have to follow. However, such analysis of standards is done in ad-hoc way without any systematic methodology or tool to support the practitioners.

In one company only the practitioners reported that they do requirements reuse during requirements analysis. Nevertheless, this reuse is performed in a non-systematic and controlled way, but is instead performed based on the experience of their engineers. This is risky, as recognized by the practitioner according to his/her statement: “We do some requirements reuse but it is based on the previous experience without a systematic and controlled approach, which is very risky”. In one company the practitioners mentioned that they use FMEA [26] during the requirements analysis. Surprisingly, in one company only the practitioners reported that they adopt regular modelling practice during requirements analysis. In this company the practitioner stated that “we use a kind of modelling of blocks to analyze the interfaces between the subsystems”. Interestingly, none of the known modelling techniques in the software engineering community such as UML or SysML was reported by the practitioners as being used during the requirements analysis & negotiation. It seems that the practitioners we interviewed had little knowledge about these software/system modelling languages, especially about their potential to help them during requirements analysis & negotiation. However, the UML/SysML
languages were reported as being used during the requirements specification process (as discussed in Section 4.3).

All companies have strong interaction with components/systems suppliers, but it seems they do not adopt a systematic approach to involve suppliers during requirements analysis. This means, e.g., that knowledge on the supplier side may not be utilized. Additionally, an opportunity for coordination between vendor and supplier is lost. Only review meetings were mentioned to get suppliers involved. Only in one company the practitioners mentioned that system tester participates in the meetings to review requirements, which seems indicate that companies are giving little importance to integrate requirements with the test phase. However, early involvement of testers is proven to be beneficial as discussed by Unterkalmsteiner [39].

4.3 Requirements Specification and Documentation (RQ1.1)

Figure 3 shows the most used approaches by the companies to specify and document requirements. Six companies reported that they use templates to help them in the requirements specification and documentation. UML diagrams were reported as being used in a complementary and ad hoc way to specify requirements (reported in five companies). However, UML diagrams are not used extensively and their use was not an institutional decision, i.e., the UML diagrams are used experimentally, just because the practitioners think their use may support the understanding of the requirements. This way of working with “design models” is not unusual, as discussed by Gorschek et al. [23].

All companies write their requirements documents in natural language. UML diagrams and other types of diagrams (as FTA and flowchart) [27] are seldom used to describe the requirements. The templates used by the practitioners to organize the requirement documents are defined by them in an ad hoc way, and none of the practitioners mentioned that they use templates based on the requirements engineering literature. Instead, they use their own in-house developed requirements templates. However, the safety standards are used to guide how to organize the system requirements, which can help the practitioners to define templates for requirement documents.

Only two companies mentioned that some type of formal method is used to support the requirements specification. These companies are from the industrial machinery and automotive domains. In both cases the formal language mentioned are equations used in the context of control engineering. By “formal methods” we mean any mathematically based method or technique used for the analysis, specification or validation of the system requirements. We explained our view about “formal methods” for the practitioners during the interviews. In SCS literature we find several works defending the use of formal methods for requirements specification [40, 41, 42, 43]. However, no practitioners that we interviewed adopt formal methods for specifying requirements. As one practitioner stated: “formal methods are difficult to use and demand a lot of training, it is difficult to communicate requirements based on the formal methods because the stakeholders are not prepared to understand them.”

In three companies the interviewees reported that they use “links to ISO/IEC standards” as a style of requirements specification/documentation. As one practitioner stated “from the safety perspective, almost everything that we need are specified in the standards. The specification of a safety requirement uses to be short, because we refer to pre-defined concepts in the safety standards and this means we don't have to specify too much”. This practice saves a lot of work, as otherwise they would have to write the safety norm/recommendation in the requirements document [28]. However, this can bring interpretation problems because the norms/recommendations are subjective [1]. As other practitioner stated “now we see that not all vendors are reading those standards so carefully”. As we can see, in requirements specification practice the standards/recommendations are a quite important artefact to communicate safety requirements.

In relation to the software tools used by the companies to support the requirements specification and documentation, 61% use only word processing & spreadsheets to support this process. Considering the dynamic nature of the requirements along the projects it is a surprise that most companies studied do not adopt a more sophisticated tool to manage their requirements. Although there was not a specific question about tools in Appendix 2, all the practitioners were explicitly asked if they adopted requirements management tool.

In more traditional software industry tool use is common [38], but it seems that in the development of SCS requirement tool use is much less common than in traditional software companies. A possible explanation for that is the background and education of the SCS people involved in requirements specification, which are mostly from system engineering background. Only 21% of the participants that were interviewed have formal education.
in software engineering or computer science. Not coinci-
dently they are the practitioners that are using proper re-
quirements engineering tools in their companies. Fig. 4
shows the tools used by the companies to specify and doc-
ument requirements [50, 51, 52].

4.4 Requirements Validation (RQ1.1)
The practitioners did not mention that they use approaches
to do requirements verification; they only reported ap-
proaches used for requirements validation. It seems they
do not differentiate between requirements validation and
requirements verification. Therefore, in this section we
only consider the approaches which are clearly used to val-
idate requirements, which means the approaches that help
the practitioners to be sure they have the proper require-
ments for the system. Figure 5 shows the most used ap-
proaches by the companies to validate the requirements.

Fig. 5. Approaches used to validate requirements.

Practitioners from one company only mentioned that
verification and validation (V&V) people participate in the
requirements validation. This is a quite surprise, consid-
ering the gains in communication and understanding of the
system requirements with the early involvement of the
V&V people, particularly during the requirements valida-
tion [39].

Figure 6 shows the distribution of the safety engineer
participation during requirements validation reported by
the companies. At the large companies it is common the
participation of a safety engineer or a safety officer during
the requirements validation [30]. However, that is not the
case in small and medium companies, which usually don’t
even have a position for safety engineer or safety officer.
The small companies that we studied told us that was not
possible for them to afford a safety engineer. Instead the
role of the safety engineer usually was played by a system
engineer.

Fig. 6. Distribution of the safety engineer participation during require-
ments validation at the studied companies.

4.5 Special Treatment for Safety Requirements
(RQ1.1)
Only two companies reported they highlight safety re-
quirements with tags in the requirements specification.
The most part of the companies do not differentiate re-
quirements and safety requirements. As stated by one
practitioner: “we take the requirements into account and
assemble people with different experience to do the risk
analysis, i.e., the traditional risk assessment. We don’t put
a tag saying this requirement is safety-critical and that is
not,” this may indicate that the safety requirements con-
cept is not widely adopted by the companies. Moreover,
this may indicate a weak link between requirements team
and safety team, whose interaction should happen mainly
working on the safety requirements specification.

On the other hand, only three companies related they
do not have any special treatment for safety requirements
(see Figure 7). Four companies mentioned that they adopt
FMEA [26] to support in the requirements analysis, despite
that they do not use the term ”safety requirements”.

Surprisingly, FTA [27] was reported by practitioners
from one company only as an approach to do safety anal-
ysis and handle safety requirements. This is in contradic-
tion with the results from our SLR [2], which indicated FTA
as the most used approach for handling safety require-
ments in the academic research setting. This seems to in-
dicate that there is a gap between academic research and in-
dustry practice. In our SLR [2] we found that 15.23% of the
analyzed studies (23 studies out of 151) indicated the use
of FTA to do safety analysis and safety requirements specification. However, that is not the reality we found in the studied companies.

### 4.6 Benefits and Shortcomings Associated with the Requirements Engineering Approaches (RQ1.2)

After we collected the preferences of the practitioners about the approaches used by them for eliciting, analyzing, specifying and validating requirements, we asked them what the benefits and shortcomings they realized with their requirements engineering approaches. The specific asked questions were:

- Mention two things that work in your requirements engineering approach (Q6.1)
- Mention two things that do not work (Q6.2)

When we analyzed the answers from the practitioners for these two questions we did not find any pattern. Therefore, it was not possible to create a category of analysis for the answers of these questions. However, we got interesting answers which we will highlight and discuss in the following.

One practitioner said that “we are really trying to listen to our clients and their needs. Of course we try to fulfill their needs, but it is not always possible. We have personal discussion with them. With the new customer is quite delicate, because you never know exactly what they need, or what part of our solution would be really important for them.” Analyzing this quote and considering what we observed at the eleven companies we visited we may say that in safety-critical systems industry it is very common to attempt to reuse ready-made solutions.

As we can see in Figures 1 and 2 the practitioners are preferring to use interviews and reviewing meetings to elicit and analyze the requirements, however they did not report that they are using these approaches combined with a systematic requirements reuse approach. As one practitioner stated: “We do some requirements reuse but it is based on the previous experience without a systematic and controlled approach, which is very risky.” Only one practitioner reported the use of a systematic requirements reuse approach during requirements analysis (see Figure 2).

Another interesting quote: “We don’t want to invent/re-write what is available at the standards and that already specify exactly what we need. We try to have our own requirements as low as possible, avoid overlapping with the standards we adopt.” We observed that safety standards have a great importance in the requirements engineering process for SCS. Practitioners are using the definitions and specifications from safety standards as a large part of your own requirements specification. They do that putting “links” in the requirements documents pointing out to safety standards.

In Figure 3 we see that three practitioners reported this practice of requirements documentation. Although this practice seems to save a lot of effort during requirements documentation it brings uncertainty if the stakeholders, especially the suppliers, are really understanding and following what is specified into the safety standards. As two practitioners stated: “Maybe one of the biggest problem that we have is not in getting the requirements but is to be sure that they are being followed in the design phase, which depends on the maturity of the suppliers.” And “Now we have chosen that we only have requirements saying ‘looking at that standard’. It is a bit risky in some sense, the designers are supposed to know the standards but they might don't know all the details.” Although the practitioners recognize that this practice is risky they are still keeping this way of requirements documentation.

### 4.7 Organization between Requirements and Safety Teams (RQ1.3)

Five companies do not have a safety team or even a safety officer responsible for safety in the company or in the development projects (see Figure 8). It seems that such situation is more common in small companies (we observed this in two small companies). One company mentioned that they don’t have control or knowledge of how their suppliers are organized in relation to safety, however they believe the suppliers do their part, as stated by one practitioner: “Of course it gets a lot harder when something is done by the supplier. We are not involved in the supplier risk assessment. We rely on they do their jobs,” which is a risky assumption when part of the system is developed by a third party.

As we can see in Figure 8 we found the there is a weak integration between requirements and safety teams. Only three companies adopt a cross-function team with the simultaneous participation of requirements engineers and safety engineers. Three companies have a safety engineer participating in the requirements team.

![Fig. 8. Main types of organization between requirements and safety teams (Q7.1).](image)

However, no company has a requirements engineer participating regularly in the safety team. This is surprising, considering that the hazard/safety analysis is normally done before the requirements specification would be beneficial to improve the communication between the teams the participation of the requirements engineer in the safety team since the early stages of the hazard/safety analysis.

### 4.8 Communication between Requirements and Safety Teams (RQ1.3)

Despite the fact that FMEA has been mentioned by four practitioners as an approach to support communication...
between requirements and safety teams, only in one company a proper software tool is used to integrate the FMEA results with safety requirements. The tool mentioned by the practitioner to help in the communication between requirements and safety teams is called SystemWeaver™ [50]. The absence of use of a proper tool to integrate FMEA results to safety requirements may cause difficulties in the communication among the teams, as stated by one practitioner: “the connection between FMEA and requirements are manually performed by the system engineer responsible for the requirements. The FMEA and requirements specification are performed in parallel.”

The communication between safety and requirements teams seems to be regular and based on the meetings and workshops (see Figure 9). Only two companies mentioned informal communication between requirements and safety teams.

![Fig. 9. Approaches supporting communication between requirements and safety teams (Q7.2).](image)

Communication between requirements and safety teams is also supported by the safety standards, three companies reported that the ISO/IEC standards are widely used among the teams and suppliers, however this practice was observed more in large companies than in the small ones. The requirements communication based on safety standards has already been discussed in section 4.3 (in the context of requirements specifications). Again, we come across the practice of using safety standards as a vehicle for communication of requirements among stakeholders.

**4.9 Safety Analysis Approaches (RQ1.3)**

FMEA was the most reported approach used to support safety/hazard analysis [26], followed by standards recommendation and FTA [27] (see Figure 10). In requirements engineering literature the FTA is more often reported than the FMEA as supporting technique to help requirements and safety teams during safety/hazard analysis [2]. A possible reason for the FMEA preference in the industrial setting is the perception of the practitioners that FMEA is more practical for handling system requirements, and that it generates safety requirements in a direct way, as stated by one practitioner: “One part of the result of the FMEA would be prevention, which are requirements in themselves.”

The correct identification of hazards and risks during the safety/hazard analysis is the major difficulty reported by the practitioners (see Figure 11). There is a lack of guidelines to perform such activity, consequently the practitioners tend to identify and analyze system hazards much based on their own experience, as we can see in the following statement: “We are not so structured about safety/hazard analysis, but we have experienced people, so we use their experience.”

![Fig. 10. Approaches adopted during the safety/hazard analysis (Q7.3).](image)

![Fig. 11. Main difficulties reported during the safety/hazard analysis (Q7.4).](image)

**4.10 Requirements Communication throughout SCS Lifecycle (RQ1.4)**

Although most part of the practitioners has reported that documentation is the main vehicle to communicate requirements throughout the development lifecycle [2, 31], informal conversation is very common among them (see Figure 12). As stated by two practitioners from large companies: “When someone does not understand a requirement a person conversation is performed, usually people go to the team leader, systems engineers or safety engineer to get the understanding. This is done in an informal way.” And also “Much of the communication is fairly informal. If someone needs some information just go to the corridor to check it out with others and get what he/she needs.”

Some reasons for the informal conversation to be so common are the following: (a) it is very difficult to maintain up-to-date documents tracking the project evolution (lack of human resources, time, and management) [28]; (b) it is difficult to write every requirement in details in order to mirror the decisions and discussion occurred during the
meetings [34]; (c) the practitioners believe that their experience and tacit knowledge cannot be properly described into documents [33].

In mature companies, such as in the machinery domain, the ISO/IEC safety standards assume an important role during the SCS lifecycle. The standards are used during requirements analysis, specification & validation, safety/hazard analysis, requirements communication among development teams, and during certification processes. As discussed in Section 4.3, the safety standards are used as a way of supporting requirements specification, which complement the main requirements documents of the system by establishing links between system requirements and the norms and regulations defined in the safety standards. When the practitioners told us they use the safety standards to support their requirements specifications, it does not mean that a complete safety standard is used or followed, because depending on the system or product to be developed only certain norms should be followed. The standards also have an important role during the communication with the SCS company suppliers.

Figure 13 shows the certification processes that the companies are subject to. Surprisingly, 45% of the companies are not subject to a certification process. That was the case of the companies in the Telecom, Maritime and defence domains. In the defence domain the companies have to comply with the military requirements to get a sort of government authorization to deliver their products, however it is not an institutionalized certification process to verify the safety of the systems and products delivered by the companies. CE marking is a specific certification for products commercialized in European market; INMETRO is a specific certification for products in Brazilian market.

One company from the medical device domain mentioned that the certification process pushes them to define requirements with more details (they are a small and young company). It seems that the other companies didn’t mention that because they are more mature in requirements engineering process, which may indicate they are more used to describe in-depth requirements.

Four companies mentioned that the certification process brings the need to link more documents and details (from standards and regulations) to the requirements documents, which increases the complexity during the requirements engineering process (see Figure 15). This kind of traceability is not necessarily supported by tools. The practitioners do much of these links “manually”. When a requirement needs to comply one norm or rule of a safety standard, they add the identification of the standard, plus the section and page of the document, together the correspondent requirement. Two companies mentioned that they have to deal with the military and government people, which increases the complexity in relation to the stakeholders’ negotiation. For these two companies the model of business is “business-to-government”. Five companies mentioned that the certification process impacts how the safety evidences in the system/product documents is shown, including requirements documents [28]. “Safety evidence” in Figure 15 means that the certification process shows or assures “safety evidences” of the systems/products to the clients/users of the companies. None of the companies reported they make safety cases. Nevertheless, they were not explicitly asked about that.

In relation to the benefits of the certification process (see Figure 16) the most cited benefit is that the certification process pushes the companies to adopt the best practices of safety and requirements engineering (reported by four companies). It seems that these companies have improved the quality of their systems development lifecycle as they follow the orientation prescribed by the safety standards. Two companies reported that the certification process im-
proves the relationship with their suppliers, because everyone must follow the same safety standards, which are used as artefacts of communicating between the company and its suppliers. Three companies answered that they do not have experience with certification process, that was the case with companies in the telecom, maritime and metallurgical domains. This is a surprise, particularly for the domains of metallurgy and maritime, which are directly involved with safety-related systems and procedures. When we interviewed a practitioner from a telecom company that offers systems and infrastructure for mobile communication, he did not consider he was working in a SCS domain. As more people move to only use mobile devices instead of also having a land-line of mobile phone, we hoped to see in the telecom domain at least some sort of safety normative to guide their systems development.

Figure 17 presents the main challenges pointed out by the practitioners in relation to the certification process. To make sure that “people follow the rules” during the system development was reported by two practitioners as a challenge to be overcome. Safety standards and requirements documents define a lot of rules and recommendations that should be followed by developers and suppliers. In order to get the certification of their systems and products, the companies must show evidence that the rules and norms prescribed in the safety standards are being accomplished.

However, such evidence is usually just “statements on paper” provided by the companies during the certification process. Are the companies really following the rules? Considering the universe of companies analyzed in this study, at best the answer would be: partially. Two practitioners mentioned that “to manage a lot of information” is a challenge to be faced. They reported that it is a real challenge to manage the huge amounts of information that they have to deal with during the certification process, which makes the certification process a time consuming, exhaustive, and expensive process. The other challenges were mentioned once by different practitioners.

4.12 Challenges in Relation to the Requirements Engineering (RQ1)

Practitioners from three companies mentioned that somehow it is necessary to produce more useful documents in order to meet the daily needs of the system developers. It seems that the requirements documents still are more to show compliance than to be really used by development teams. As one practitioners stated: “The designers and programmers know what to do, of course the requirements specification is there to drive it, but in details it is very common that the requirements don't really drive the designers/programmers.” According to this statement the developers “know what to do”, however not because the requirements specification is driving them. So, what is really driving the developers to know what to do? According to our investigation the answer might be: (1) the expertise of the practitioners based on their development experience gathered along years; and (2) the norms and orientation provided by the safety standards. Thus, the challenge here is to capture and manage the practitioners’ expertise in such a way that it can be preserved and transmitted to the other people throughout the SCS lifecycle. The current ways how the requirements specification is being produced are not accomplishing that.

This implies that a lot of “requirements” used are not explicitly specified, but informally communicated. This is indeed a potential issue in relation to compliance, but also the company developing the product also realize that requirements can be a powerful tool for communication and achieving better products, avoiding assumptions and misunderstandings. Other possible sources of problems can be, for example, lack of communication between parties (internally and between supplier and customer). By having a good-enough requirements engineering process some of these communication and coordination issues could be resolved. However, to utilize and establish a “good-enough” level for requirements engineering (not overdoing it, keeping compliant, and using requirements as a communication and coordination tool) it is important that the knowledge in relation to requirements engineering as a discipline is explored and improved among the stakeholders in question.
4.13 Close-ended Questions

The last part of the questionnaire that we applied during the interviews is formed by a set of close-ended questions (Part C). 18 out of 19 practitioners answered the questionnaire Part C: 12 of them were “requirements suppliers” and 6 were “requirements clients”. Only one practitioner did not send us the answers to the questionnaire Part C. One requirements supplier felt unable to answer the questions Q7 to Q16, and two requirements suppliers felt unable to answer the questions Q14 to Q16. We prepared 16 close-ended questions with the intention to complement the open-ended questions to better capture the view of the practitioners (see Appendix 2 - Part C). The close-ended questions were formatted following the style of Likert’s scale, excepted the question 1 (Q1) which was formatted with four alternatives where the interviewee could choose more than one alternative. Figure 19 shows the result obtained from the Q1.

In Q1 we are interested to know what types of language are used by the practitioners to specify requirements [35]. In Figure 19 we can see that 50% of the practitioners use only informal language for requirements specification. By “informal language” we mean natural language, i.e.: requirements described only based on text. By “graphic models” we mean diagrams as UML/SysML and similar, as well as ad hoc diagrams. By “formal languages” we mean languages based on mathematical representation, such as logic based models and control engineering equations. We explained these terms to the practitioners before they answered the questionnaire.

39% of the practitioners informed that they used some graphic models (as UML diagrams, block diagrams, and FTA diagrams) only to complement the requirements specification. Only 11% declared that they use some type of formal language to complement the requirements specification. The formal language mentioned is mathematical formula (equations used in the context of control engineering); none of the formal language/methods proposed by the software engineering community was mentioned by the practitioners.

As explained in Section 3.1 the practitioners were classified as requirements supplier (responsible to produce requirements) and requirements client (user of the requirements). In Figure 20 we show the results obtained from the Q2 to Q16 according to the requirements suppliers view. Figure 21 shows the results according to the requirements clients view.
clients view. A general result that we can observe contrasting Figures 20 and 21 is that the requirements suppliers believe that the requirements engineering approaches adopted by them are producing more benefits than is realized by the requirements clients, i.e.: the requirements clients view is more pessimistic than the requirements suppliers view in relation to how the requirements engineering processes are working in the companies.

The close-ended questions helped us to improve the answers of our RQs. Q2 to Q4 are related to the RQ1.1. In these questions we are interested to know if the approaches adopted to elicit, analyze & negotiate, specify & validate requirements are meeting the practitioners’ needs. According to the requirements clients view the major problem is in relation to analysis and negotiation and specification and validation of requirements. 33% of the requirements clients think the approaches adopted to analyze & negotiate requirements are not meeting their necessities, the same percentage occurs for the approaches adopted to specify & validate requirements [29, 30].

Q5 and Q6 are related to the RQ1.2. In these questions we are interested to know if the requirements specifications are sufficient, clear and understandable [28]. In Q5 both requirements suppliers and requirements clients are more optimistic in relation to the requirements specification sufficiency. However, in relation to how clear and understandable the specifications are the requirements clients are more pessimistic (Q6): 33% of them don’t think the requirements specifications are clear and understandable.

Q7 and Q8 are related to the RQ1.3. With these questions we want to know if requirements engineering and safety analysis are well integrated processes, as well as if the safety requirements are derived from the hazard analysis [15, 17]. Only 18% of requirements suppliers believe that the requirements engineering and safety analysis processes are not well integrated (Q7), whereas 33% of requirements clients agree that these processes are not well integrated. 82% of requirements suppliers agree that the safety requirements are derived from the hazard analysis, on the other hand just 50% of requirements clients agree with this assertion (Q8). Again, the view from the requirements suppliers are more optimistic than requirements clients in relation to the processes adopted.

In Q9 we want to know if the safety engineers and system engineers are participating in the validation of the safety requirements. 82% of requirements suppliers answered that safety engineers and system engineers are participating in the validation, against 33% of requirements clients that answered the opposite.

From Q10 to Q13 we are interested to know if the requirement specifications produced by the practitioners make clear the safety needs to software engineers and testers, and also if the specifications evolve together the system and if they are traceable among the other system artefacts [36] (test cases, code, etc.). As to whether the requirement specifications make clear the safety needs to the software engineers (Q10), the suppliers and clients have a similar view: 18% of requirements suppliers think the requirement specification are not making clear the safety needs, whereas 17% of requirements clients have the same opinion. 55% of requirements suppliers believe that the requirement specifications they are producing make a clear understanding to produce test cases [37] (Q11); only 33% of requirements clients agree with them. 64% of requirements suppliers think the requirement specifications are following the system evolution (Q12), whereas just 33% of requirements clients think this way. 64% of requirements suppliers believe that the requirements specification can be traced throughout the project artefacts (Q13), only 33% of requirements clients think the same.

Finally, in Q14, Q15 and Q16 we focus on the relationship between requirement specifications and certification process. In Q14 we are interested to know if the requirement specifications are in compliance with the safety standards and regulations. Both requirements suppliers and requirements clients have practically the same view about this question: 70% of requirements suppliers agree that the requirement specifications they are producing are in compliance with the safety standards, 67% of requirements clients agree as well. Regarding the need to update and remake the requirement specifications to support the certification process (Q15), requirements suppliers and requirements clients have a different opinion: only 10% of requirements suppliers believe that it is necessary to remake the requirement specifications in order to properly support the certification process, whereas 33% of the requirements clients believe that is necessary to update or remake the requirement specifications in order to properly support the certification process. 60% of requirements suppliers agree that the requirement specifications produced by them are sufficient in order to support the safety arguments during the certification process (Q16), whereas 50% of requirements clients have the same opinion.

5 Conclusion

Based on the results presented in the previous sections, we summarize the identified gaps and present some recommendations.

Improving the elicitation (interviews). Interview was the most reported approach by the practitioners to collect requirements during the empirical study. However, the interviews have been carried out in a very informal way. Considering the importance of the interview during requirements gathering we recommend to the practitioners to create a protocol to better organize the interviews [5][6]. Such protocol should cover at least the following activities: planning, performing and validation. Companies should invest in training the practitioners to conduct structured interviews during requirements engineering process.

Improving the meetings. Practitioners have reported
they use meetings for several reasons during SCS lifecycle, e.g.: to perform requirements negotiation, requirements validation, safety/hazard analysis, requirements communication and so on. In the same track of interviews, it seems that meetings have been carried out in an informal way. Considering the importance of the meetings during the whole SCS lifecycle, we recommend to the practitioners to create and follow protocols to get better results from the meetings [7][8]. Companies should invest in training the practitioners to prepare and conduct structured meetings during the whole SCS development lifecycle.

Adopting requirements management tools. Surprisingly, only 39% of the companies that participated in this interview study reported they use a proper requirements management software tool to support the requirements activities throughout SCS lifecycle. Even in the companies that reported they have a requirements management tool, it was common to see that the tools were underutilized by the practitioners. We strongly recommend the adoption of a proper software tool to support the whole requirements engineering process, as well as to improve the integration between safety and requirements teams. Interviews and meetings should be supported by proper software tools as well. Such tools should integrate the requirements elicitation, analysis and negotiation, requirements documentation and validation with the safety analysis and risk assessment (including the techniques such as FMEA and FTA). For instance, the tool called SystemWeaver [50] seems to be a possible choice to support these activities. SystemWeaver supports traceability and creation of safety cases as well. One advantage of the SystemWeaver in relation to the traditional requirements tool is a safety module offered by it to support the more specific activities performed during the requirements process for SCS, such as hazard analysis, safety analysis and risk assessment.

Using standards to specify requirements. The safety standards are very important in SCS industry. We verified that even companies that are not obligated to have a certification process usually they follow safety standards as a way to improve their practices. A common practice adopted by the practitioners in several companies that we have conducted the interviews is to “simplify” the requirements specification using links between the requirement specifications and safety standards documents. This is a way to reduce the effort to write requirements during the requirements specification and in somehow to reduce the ambiguity in the requirements. Although such practice seems to require less time and effort, the practitioners recognize that there are risks in such approach. Again, a proper software tool can help the practitioners in this practice, in a way that the requirements and the safety standards can be formally (hyper)linked, as well as they can be dynamically reused and updated. Moreover, we recommend that the safety officers review periodically the linkage of requirements documents and safety standards, as well as to make sure that the suppliers of the companies are doing the same with their requirement documents.

Integration between requirements and safety teams. Surprisingly, 45% of companies that participated in this study do not have a safety team supporting the SCS development. Only 27% of companies have a cross-function team with the participation of both the requirements engineers and safety engineers. In 27% of companies we found the participation of safety engineer in the requirements team. On the other hand we did not find any company where requirements engineer participates in safety teams. In order to reach a better integration between requirements and safety teams and to improve the communication of requirements and safety issues, companies should invest more in the formation of cross-function teams.

Requirements communication. Communicating requirements throughout the whole SCS lifecycle is still a challenge. 26% of practitioners declared that the informal conversation is the main way to communicate requirements between requirements suppliers and developers. Although the most part of practitioners reported that they formally document the system and software requirements (using natural language), some practitioners from relevant companies reported that the requirements documents are produced to be more in compliance with the standards & regulations rather than to be really used as requirements communication documents during the system/software development (as quoted in section 4.12).

Modelling and templates. The requirements specification and documentation are largely based on natural language: only 7 practitioners reported they use some modelling to complement the requirements specification but not in a systematic or institutionalized way. We believe that there are benefits in using modelling languages to support requirements specification in SCS. However, the benefits of use them need to be further researched. In relation to the use of templates, practitioners from six companies reported they adopt templates to help them in the requirements documentation. However, the templates adopted are defined by them in an ad hoc way, and no practitioners mentioned that they use templates based on the requirements engineering literature.

Different views between requirements suppliers and requirements clients. Regarding the benefits of the requirements engineering processes adopted in the SCS companies, requirements suppliers and requirements clients have a fairly different views. While the former have an optimistic view of how requirements are being managed throughout the projects, the latter do not feel that the requirements are being handled in the most appropriate way. This contrast between these views indicates that the requirements suppliers, especially requirements engineers and safety engineers, should revise and rethink their current practices, especially in relation to the requirement specification and documentation.

Certification process. Safety standards and regulations have a very important role in the SCS development and the
system/product certification process, even for companies that are not obliged to certify their systems/products, as the companies in the defence domain. The practitioners are positive that safety standards and regulations help them to adopt good practices and consequently improve the safety of their systems, despite the ambiguity and subjectivity present in the safety standards. Regarding the impact of the certification process to the requirements engineering process, 36% of companies stated that it become more complex because the necessity to manage the requirements documents with the safety standards. This is a gap in which requirements engineering researchers should focus effort in order to develop approaches/tools that help practitioners in managing requirements documents with safety standards.

**Challenges in relation to the Requirements Engineering.** In 27% of companies the practitioners believe that the major challenge is to produce more useful requirements documents. Even at the companies where the practitioners didn’t explicitly mention that, it was clear that the most part of the requirements documents produced by them are little used as a real reference for the developers. Again the difficulty to manage the requirements documents and safety standards & regulations was pointed out by the practitioners as a challenge, not only in relation to the certification process but along the SCS development. To spread out the “safety culture” among all SCS stakeholders remains a challenge, particularly among those that usually don’t have a proper safety education during their graduation, as currently happens with requirements engineers and software engineers.

**State-of-the-practice.** We performed in-depth interviews with practitioners from 11 SCS companies and surprisingly we found a poor situation regarding requirements engineering practices. Considering these companies are focused on developing SCS we hoped to find a better situation in relation to the practices adopted by them to handle safety requirements, particularly, and systems/software requirements, in general. Despite the efforts of the Requirements Engineering community in developing new approaches to help the practitioners, what we saw along this study indicates that still there is an important gap between industry and academia. We found fragile and incipient practices/processes adopted by the practitioners, especially regarding to the requirements elicitation, requirements modelling and documentation, and the integration between requirements and safety analysis. The practitioners we interviewed, in most of cases, neglect or ignore the research of the Requirements Engineering community in relation to essential aspects in system/software requirements, such as the techniques and methods to elicit requirements, modelling languages to support requirements specification, templates to support requirements documentation, processes and software tools to manage requirements throughout SCS lifecycle, among others. Our recommendation is twofold: (a) Industry practitioners should follow the improvements and developments produced by the Requirements Engineering community, participating in related conferences, reading published papers, and participating in experimental projects together academia; (b) Academic researchers should work harder to engage industrial practitioners to make them aware of best practices and transition research results into industrial setting. Moreover, researchers should focus on the need to not only invent and describe new methods, models, processes and frameworks to enable industrial practitioners, but also to validate these in a real industrial setting so that they might be iteratively improved and validated towards usability, usefulness, and scalability. This will also enable technology and knowledge transfer, as well as increase trust in a solution. A model for technological transfer presented in [11, 53] is a good way to validate researches in industrial setting. The adoption of such model can help researchers and practitioners to be more engaged in cooperative projects.

We would like to thank the practitioners and companies that participated in this interview study. We hope the results presented in this paper can be useful for the companies to rethink their current practices, as well as to point out future improvements in their requirements and safety engineering processes. Moreover, we believe that the findings and analysis presented in this paper may indicate new research directions to the requirements engineering researchers.
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